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2008 was a year of great hope for Americans and today we stand at the 
threshold of full equality for lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender people. 

For nearly 25 years, GLAAD has been influencing the perception of 
LGBT people, truly creating the cultural change that leads to obtaining 
equal rights. While our adversaries fought this growing acceptance, 
GLAAD was telling our stories and raising our visibility in all forms of 
media to a level never before seen. 

Our results in 2008 illustrate how GLAAD’s influence and work is 
changing our culture. We saw more LGBT characters on broadcast TV 
than ever before; we saw much less political rhetoric that fed on the most 
divisive kinds of anti-gay politics; movie audiences saw our lives in a 
new way through films like Milk; and marriage protections extended to 
same-sex couples in Connecticut, with Vermont, New Hampshire and 
Iowa on deck to do the same. We faced setbacks too, with four states 
taking away or prohibiting rights for LGBT people; we conducted more 

“calls to action” than ever before on defamation against transgender 
people in the media; and we were called upon to bring attention to 
stories of members of our community who we lost as results of hate 
violence. As one can tell, our work is far from over. 

We have so much more to do as polls continue to shift in favor of equal 
protections under the law. As you will see in this 2008 Performance 
Report, GLAAD has been there every step of the way in our 
movement toward equality – advocating for fair, accurate and inclusive 
representations of our lives. 

As I step down as President of GLAAD, after serving as President 
since September 2005, it’s an honor to look back and see how GLAAD 
has increased in influence as an agent for cultural change. We have 
expanded our work to include media advocacy for LGBT young adults, 
athletes, communities of religion and faith and to the online and digital 
world – while increasing outreach and media relations support to local, 
regional, statewide and other LGBT advocacy organizations though an 
engaged field team. Our Advertising Media Program was conceived in 
2008 and will launch in mid-2009. The continued growth and expansion 
of GLAAD’s work and influence is only possible with your continued 
support, and I am grateful for all you contribute to enable our success.

At GLAAD we know words and images matter and that we each must 
each do our part to strengthen our visibility; that is what truly changes 
hearts and minds.

It has been a privilege to lead GLAAD at such an important time in our 
movement for LGBT equality. This report exhibits the hard work that 
goes into changing hearts and minds and ensuring that our lives are 
accurately portrayed in the media. Always remember: how the LGBT 
community is portrayed in the media doesn’t make a bit of difference;  
it makes all the difference.

In service,

neil Giuliano

letter from the president

www.GLaad.oRG
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letter from the national board co-chairs
On behalf of the GLAAD National Board of Directors and our 
senior volunteers across the country, we are proud to share this 2008 
Performance Report. Looking back over the year, GLAAD’s influence  
is seen in all types of media – from ensuring accurate reporting among 
the local news outlets in Greeley, Colorado, after the murder of a 
transgender teenager, to receiving an on-air apology from the FOX 
News Channel after anti-LGBT defamation occurred. GLAAD’s 
advocacy work in our nation’s media is needed more than ever to ensure 
that our lives are accurately portrayed and that people get to know 
the common ground we share. Only by doing this work to change our 
culture do we truly achieve full equality under the law.

Last year, we continued our strategic efforts to ensure the viability of 
GLAAD through this historic time in our movement. We developed  
and announced our 2009-2013 strategic plan, with the pro-bono 
contribution of Bain & Company, which will focus on increased 
awareness, diversified fundraising support, development of volunteer 
involvement, new and focused media programs, and communicating  
our results. The strategic plan will allow for GLAAD to expand our 
work and influence as a cultural change agent and ensure we meet  
our long term organizational goals. 

Moving forward, our community faces a new set of challenges and 
increased opposition from anti-gay activists. As the country begins to 
experience hope and change, it is crucial that we maintain and promote 
fair and accurate discussion of our lives in the media and offer a strong 
voice against the defamation our communities still face.

A special thank you to outgoing GLAAD President Neil Giuliano for 
leading GLAAD to new heights in our programmatic, outreach and 
operational activities. By promoting fair, accurate and inclusive images 
of LGBT people in these new areas, we’re sparking discussions about  
our lives and bringing images of our community to new audiences.  
It’s increased visibility in these new communities that will help change 
hearts and minds and work towards equality. GLAAD’s new strategic 
plan, database and web community capacity will allow us to grow and 
strengthen for an even brighter future.

We look forward to reaching even greater success under the leadership  
of Jarrett Barrios. It is only with your support as a stakeholder and 
investor in GLAAD’s work that allows us to expand our media 
advocacy and anti-defamation work, fostering further cultural change. 
As we do so, we invite your greater involvement and deeply appreciate 
your continued support.

dr. yvette burton Laurie perper
co-chaiR co-chaiR

www.GLaad.oRG
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sTraTegic pLan
The National Board of Directors 
unanimously approved GLAAD’s 
2009 – 2013 Strategic Plan in 
October. It will serve as the lead 
planning document by which all 
GLAAD activity will be measured 
and reviewed over the next five 
years. The plan looks to optimize 
growth and assure we meet the full 
potential of our media advocacy 
and anti-defamation mission as our 
cultural change influence expands.

With this vision and guidance of 
the National Board of Directors, 
and the careful implementation 
with GLAAD’s senior staff, we 
will reach new heights as we work 
towards LGBT equality.

www.GLaad.oRG

sectors 
The plan identifies five major sectors that will focus 
GLAAD’s strengthening efforts: Awareness, Support,  
Senior Volunteers, Programs and Results. 

Awareness 
The goal of the awareness sector is to have GLAAD better 
communicate who we are and what we do as an organization 
using new media vehicles and enhanced communication 
tools. Our ability to communicate our mission will result 
in greater recognition as the media resource for the LGBT 
movement and as an influential cultural change agent. 

Support 
The goal of the support sector is to develop a diversified, 
dynamic and integrated development plan that maximizes 
the full opportunities of planned, corporate and individual 
giving, special events and grants. Working to maximize 
resources in today’s trying economic times, GLAAD will 
identify new fundraising opportunities in order to support 
and increase our programmatic work. 

Senior Volunteers 
The goal of the GLAAD volunteer structure is to create 
highly productive and mutually beneficial relationships 
between GLAAD staff and our volunteer leaders. Our senior 
volunteer activity ranges from engaging in programmatic 
work on the local and national level, to hosting events and 
receptions for our Alliance and Media Circle, or serving on 
a Leadership Council or the National Board of Directors. 
The Strategic Plan streamlines our volunteer base, providing 
clear role definitions and responsibilities at each level of 
service. By leveraging our strong volunteer base, GLAAD 
will better facilitate fundraising, program implementation 
and build awareness of GLAAD. 

Programs 
In order to ensure that GLAAD remains the leader in 
changing hearts and minds to support full equality for the 
LGBT community, we must adapt to the changing media 
landscape. GLAAD’s new online and digital media program 
is already developing relationships with influential bloggers 
and online reporters so that when instances of defamation 
occur GLAAD can respond quickly. The new Advertising 
Media Program will further GLAAD’s influence in this 
important industry. The Programs team will be working 
closely with GLAAD’s Public Relations Department to 
keep GLAAD’s constituents continuously updated about 
our portfolio of media programs work.

Results 
The results sector will coordinate and synchronize the other 
sectors of the Strategic Plan to ensure consistent data that 
will illustrate progress on key initiatives across all of the 
other four sectors of the Strategic Plan. It will create and 
implement dashboards and other reporting tools to provide 
accurate information for sound decision-making.
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SHAPING 
IMAGES THAT 
SHAPE  
EQUALITY.

As our movement for LGBT equality advances, 
we are reminded time and time again that 
equality cannot be achieved until the culture 
evolves and acceptance of our community 
is widespread. Words and images matter. 
Every day, GLAAD works within the LGBT 
movement, across all forms of media and with 
individuals to ensure personal stories of our 
communities are told in a fair, accurate and 
inclusive manner.

This year GLAAD conducted out first 
survey on attitudes of Americans towards 
LGBT issues. Following the election, we 
commissioned the Pulse of Equality survey  
by Harris Interactive. The results showed 
that majorities of Americans favor legal 
protections for gay and transgender 
Americans; our culture has clearly changed.

The findings suggested, according to Laura 
Light, Vice President of Public Relations 
Research for Harris Interactive, “that public 
sentiment in the U.S. is trending toward 
greater acceptance of gay- and transgender-
related policy issues.”

We know that what people see in the 
media shapes how they view LGBT people. 
Inclusive images help people embrace their 
family members, friends and neighbors with 
understanding and acceptance. According  
to the survey, nearly 20 percent of Americans 
say their feelings toward gay and lesbian 

people have become more favorable over the 
past five years. Respondents whose views have 
become more favorable cited the following as 
the reasons for their evolving views:

Knowing a gay or lesbian person (79%)

opinions of family or friends (45%)  
and religious leaders (21%)

news coverage of gay and lesbian issues (41%)

seeing gay or lesbian characters on television 
(34%) and in movies (29%). 

As GLAAD has said for many years, living 
openly and raising visibility of our community 
is galvanizing a majority of Americans’ support 
for equality for gay and transgender Americans. 
And yet, there is a lot of work to be done. It’s 
more vital than ever that we tell our stories, 
illustrate the injustices we face, and remind 
people of the common ground we share. 

In this performance report for 2008, you will see 
additional survey results and snapshots of just 
some of GLAAD’s successes that are shaping 
the culture and growing the public support of 
our community to lay the groundwork for full 
equality. And we couldn’t do what we do without 
your support. 

pULse of eQUaLiTY sUrVeY resULTs

GLaad worked on media coverage for  
rallies taking place across the country after 
proposition 8 passed in california. 
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Polls and surveys demonstrate that Americans are influenced by  
what they see in news and on television. Portrayals of well-rounded  
and authentic LGBT people and issues in news, comedies, dramas  
and unscripted television help bring about better understanding of 
LGBT people. GLAAD has worked closely with a range of media 
outlets – online and traditional – to ensure that the diversity of the 
LGBT community is represented and our stories are told.

The GLAAD Network Responsibility Index shines a light on which 
networks are inclusive and which networks need to do more work. The 
second annual edition was released in June 2008 and evaluated the 
quantity, quality and diversity of images of LGBT people on television. 
Prime time programming for five broadcast and 10 highly rated cable 
networks were examined for the 2007 – 2008 television season. Included 
in the index is important statistical information networks can use as a 
guide as they create and develop new shows or add characters and  
plot lines to returning shows.

While the GLAAD Network Responsibility Index examines the previous 
year’s LGBT representation, the 13th annual Where We Are on TV report 
looks at the upcoming television season for the five broadcast networks  
and all mainstream cable networks. The report looks at the number of 
LGBT characters, and provides data by race, gender and ethnicity. 

In 2008, GLAAD reported that there were more LGBT characters on 
TV than ever before. As a result, national media outlets reported on 
the unprecedented results and highlighted the growing move towards 
acceptance and understanding of LGBT people in our culture. 

GLAAD continued to bring the stories and awareness of our lives to 
new audiences – including stories of LGBT people that are often isolated 
or silent, such as local communities, Latino communities and LGBT 
athletes and sports fans. 

Matthew Shepard’s tragic death 10 years ago brought new visibility to 
the role of hate violence and sparked conversations around the country. 
GLAAD launched an op-ed project working with local residents of 
communities across the country to discuss anti-gay hate crimes 10 years 
ago, where we are today, and where we need to go. GLAAD supported local 
organizations and individuals in telling their stories and pitching editorials 
and op-ed pieces to newspapers in nearly every state in the nation.

The Spanish-Language Media Program established an unprecedented 
partnership with MapiTV and Telemundo Nueva York. GLAAD now 
works with producers of “Las Comadres con Gloria B.,” the only locally 
produced Spanish language morning talk show serving thousands of 
Latinos in New York, New Jersey and Connecticut, to develop a segment 
on LGBT issues, five days a week. Las Comadres con Gloria B. is the 
only mainstream Spanish language show to have a consistent segment 
about the LGBT community, and it’s the first and only show to have a 
transgender person (GLAAD-trained spokesperson Fabiola Golden) 
participating daily as a TV personality in Spanish language media. 

GLAAD’s National Sports Desk and Media Program worked with 
ESPN, the Worldwide Leader in Sports, to showcase an art exhibit and 
raise visibility of LGBT high school and college student athletes for 
LGBT History Month. The exhibit was prominently displayed at the 
entrances of many of ESPN’s main buildings, including the entrance to 
ESPN’s visitors’ area and studios to drive awareness of including this 
group in media coverage. ESPN also presented, for its employees, a panel 
discussion with several of the student athletes and the photographer. 

By advocating for images of our lives in TV, film, news and across so 
many genres of media, GLAAD’s work is advancing fair and accurate 
representations of LGBT people to a higher level and enabling new 
audiences to get to know our stories and the common ground we share. 

media adVocacY

www.GLaad.oRG

Left: Espn invited LGbt student athletes to speak to  
Espn employees about their experiences after GLaad 
worked with Espn to display Jeff sheng’s Fearless, a  
series of photographs of openly LGbt student-athletes. 

GLaad’s op-ed project for the 10-year remembrance  
of the murder of matthew shepard resulted in op-eds  
in nearly every state to raise visibility of the state of  
anti-LGbt hate crimes. 
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fighTing defamaTion 
angie Zapata Lawrence King duanna Johnson
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Drawing a clear line and demanding fair, 
accurate and inclusive coverage of the LGBT 
community is a crucial part of the work of 
GLAAD. Our staff, along with members 
nationwide, monitor media and implement 
effective strategies to guarantee we are being 
represented accurately. Through calls to 
action, press releases, op-eds and letters to the 
editor, we demand fair and accurate coverage. 
This year defamation came in many forms: 
campaign ads, fictional TV and movies, elected 
officials, and even journalists reporting on our 
lives. GLAAD was agile and quick to respond, 
and this year GLAAD received an on-air 
apology from FOX News Channel host Gregg 
Jarrett, providing awareness that anti-LGBT 
insults are offensive and will not be tolerated. 
Only when we stand up, state that such 
defamation won’t go unchallenged and demand 
apologies or corrections do people understand 
that maligning our community or spreading 
misinformation about our lives is unacceptable. 

The murders in 2008 of Duanna Johnson and 
Lawrence King were tragic reminders of the 
hate that still exists and poses a very serious 
danger to members of our community. After 
these brutal murders, GLAAD worked with 
local advocates, organizations and media 
outlets to ensure the victims’ stories were 
told and included the importance of LGBT-
inclusive hate crime laws. The emergence of  
a possible “gay or transgender panic” defense 
was negated with focused and diligent work 
by our Media Field Strategy Team to send the 
message that anti-LGBT violence is never okay. 

Following the July 17 murder of Angie Zapata, 
a Latina transgender woman in Greeley, Colo., 
GLAAD was contacted by the Colorado  
Anti-Violence Program to help ensure accurate 
coverage of Angie’s life and this tragic crime. 
The local paper, the Greeley Tribune, had 
published several stories that incorrectly 
used Zapata’s birth name and referred to her 
using male pronouns. GLAAD and COAVP 
worked with the paper, advocating that 
they use The Associated Press standards for 
reporting on the murder and transgender 

issues, including honoring Zapata’s name and 
using the appropriate pronoun. On July 23, the 
Greeley Tribune published a story identifying 
Zapata as a transgender woman and ran an 
announcement saying all future coverage would 
be following AP Stylebook guidelines which, 
in 2006, GLAAD advocated changes to. 
With this fair and accurate coverage, Colorado 
citizens will better understand and talk about 
transgender issues in a fair and accurate way.

Headlines were made in March 2008 when 
Oklahoma state Representative Sally Kern 
told a group of supporters outside the Capitol 
that “the homosexual agenda is destroying 
our nation.” She went on to say that the gay 
community is “the death knell in this country” 
and “the biggest threat that our nation has, even 
more so than terrorism.” GLAAD provided 
media training and media outreach support to 
local Oklahoma groups to ensure that LGBT 
advocates were included in local media coverage 
and balanced the harmful effects of such 
hateful remarks from an elected official.

During election season, the campaign to pass 
Proposition 8 in California utilized a series 
of deliberately misleading commercials about 
the impact of Proposition 8, which eliminated 
the right to marry for loving and committed 
same-sex couples in California. The ads relied 
on scare tactics and spread inflammatory 
lies, which included saying that the defeat of 
Proposition 8 would lead to changes in schools 
and churches. These ads used misinformation 
to shape public opinion, and GLAAD was hard 
at work to correct these inaccuracies about 
Proposition 8 in mainstream media coverage. 

Fox News Radio Host John Gibson made 
several tasteless, anti-gay jokes on his program. 
GLAAD first issued a Call to Action after  
he mocked the passing of actor Heath Ledger 
by making anti-gay jokes about his role in 
Brokeback Mountain on Fox News Radio’s 
The John Gibson Show. As a result of the 
response by GLAAD’s members, Gibson 
apologized for these remarks, but continued 
using anti-gay jokes. During a clip of MSNBC’s 

Rachel Maddow on May 2, Gibson cut to an 
audio clip of someone saying, “Oh, lesbians! 
Yummy!” resulting in another call to action 
for community members to let Gibson and his 
listeners know that anti-gay jokes are not funny 
and make it difficult for LGBT people to live 
their lives. 

During an episode of Rome is Burning on 
ESPN, host Jim Rome referred to transgender 
people using derogatory phrases including 
“trannies,” “he-she,” and “she-males.” GLAAD 
immediately reached out to Rome to explain 
that the words used were outrageous and 
dehumanizing. Rome replied, “You’re right. I’m 
sorry I said that. I should not have said that. 
And I will not do it again.” Rome also promised 
to familiarize himself with GLAAD’s Media 
Reference Guide so that future commentary 
about the LGBT community would be fair and 
accurate for listeners of his sports program.

2009 Update. As we did for numerous 
incidents of violence against LGBT people, 
GLAAD was on the ground before, during and 
after the murder trial of Angie Zapata to ensure 
media outlets covering the trial did so in a fair 
and accurate manner. This marked the first time 
a defendant accused of murdering a transgender 
person was tried under Colorado’s hate crime 
law. GLAAD’s Senior Media Strategist worked 
with local advocacy organizations to coordinate 
local media efforts and to help Zapata’s family 
and friends share Angie’s story. GLAAD 
worked with national cable channel TruTV, the 
Denver Post, and Pam’s House Blend contributor 
Autumn Sandeen (who live blogged and used 
Twitter for instant updates) among many other 
media outlets. Resulting coverage not only 
raised visibility for the need for LGBT-inclusive 
hate crime laws, but helped share Angie’s life as 
a loving aunt, sister and friend who happens to 
be transgender. 

www.GLaad.oRG
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Presidential election years certainly raise visibility for a variety of issues 
and GLAAD’s work spanned several media program areas as LGBT 
issues caught the attention of a national audience during 2008.

In March, GLAAD launched Newsroom ’08 – an online resource on 
how media should talk about LGBT issues as they pertain to the local, 
state and national elections. GLAAD monitored political discourse – 
correcting coverage and ensuring that a multitude of voices were heard 
among the conversations occurring. 

Using our newly launched glaadBLOG, constituents and the press were 
able to see pictures, video and special reports about the various speeches 
while GLAAD was on the ground during the Democratic National 
Convention in Denver, Colorado and other media coverage related to 
LGBT issues as it happened. On Election Day, GLAAD’s 24-hour news 
monitoring system posted videos to GLAAD.org and glaadBLOG as a 
resource for journalists, and GLAAD staffed a rapid response system  
for instances of inaccuracies or defamation. 

GLAAD’s Religion, Faith and Values program assisted leaders of 
California Faith for Equality with press materials, talking points, 
spokesperson training and statewide media pitching to ensure 
inclusive faith voices were included in media coverage on the anti-
gay Proposition 8. Episcopalian, Jewish, Lutheran, Methodist, 
Presbyterian and other inclusive faith leaders held press conferences, 
wrote op-eds, assisted at phone banks and generated hundreds of 
stories to counteract anti-gay faith leaders. GLAAD continued to ensure LGBT issues were talked about in a fair 

and accurate way in post-election coverage. Following the passage 
of California’s Proposition 8, co-hosts of ABC’s The View discussed 
Proposition 8 on the November 7 show. Misleading statements were 
made, including the false claim that clergy could be jailed for refusing 
to perform wedding ceremonies for gay couples if Proposition 8 was 
not enacted. GLAAD reached out to The View, provided producers 
with the facts on Proposition 8 and asked that the errors be addressed. 
Host Whoopi Goldberg read the factual clarifications and attributed 
them to GLAAD on the November 10 broadcast.

When President-elect Obama announced anti-gay Rick Warren was to 
lead the invocation at the Presidential inauguration, GLAAD distributed 
an Eye on the Media for journalists and bloggers highlighting his history 
of using the media as a platform to spread divisive anti-gay rhetoric. 
Warren spread inaccuracies about Proposition 8, saying that it would 
“prevent him from getting up on the pulpit and speaking out against 
same-sex marriage” on Dateline. He also participated in a video interview 
with The Wall Street Journal on December 18 where he said that marriage 
for gay and lesbian couples was the equivalent of “having a brother and 
sister be together,” “an older guy marrying a child” and “one guy having 
multiple wives.” GLAAD shined a bright light on his anti-gay attitudes 
with the Eye on the Media resource so that media could debunk his 
defamatory statements and provide fair and accurate coverage.

GLAAD’s work around the 2008 Election is just one example of our 
ability to influence and shape the images that then help change our 
culture and raise visibility of the LGBT community. 

Our 2008 Timeline of Accomplishments in the pull-out poster documents 
other stories of GLAAD’s work to change hearts and minds and bring 
about full equality.

changing hearTs and minds

GLaad senior media 
strategist andy marra speaks 
to corporations and GLaad 
members about a research 
project on the future of the 
LGbt market in china.  
(Photo by Peter Lau)

GLaad trained local community 
members in san antonio, 
texas including members of 
the metropolitan community 
church, local chapters of 
pFLaG and local transgender 
advocates about sharing their 
stories and advocacy efforts 
with local media.
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I could not be more excited to start my time at GLAAD in September 
2009 and there has never been a time when GLAAD’s work is 
needed more than today. I come to GLAAD having been a part of 
the LGBT community and movement for many years, having served 
as a Massachusetts state Senator where I fought for marriage equality 
and legal recognition of families like mine and yours. I have had 
the privilege of living in Massachusetts, a state where mine and my 
husband’s relationship and our two children are recognized by law. 

Our work does not stop until all of us can say the same. 

We’re making progress toward equality, but we’ll only achieve full 
equality if we build the public support for our community – and that’s 
what GLAAD is all about. We’re working for the day when every one 
of us is accepted, respected and valued for the contributions we make to 
this country by raising awareness and understanding of our relationships 
and families. It’s an ambitious goal, but I know we can do it. I believe in 
our community, and I believe in our country. 

I look forward to leading GLAAD in this vital time for our community. 
Thank you for your continuing support of GLAAD’s work.

In Service, 

Jarrett barrios 
pREsidEnt
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2009 has been a time of progress for marriage equality in a number  
of states, and GLAAD has been in action on the ground to share 
the stories of the loving and committed couples at the heart of these 
decisions. GLAAD was in Iowa with Lambda Legal to support One 
Iowa with media relations, spokesperson training, messaging and 
constituent communications. GLAAD media trained same-sex couples 
who received their marriage licenses the first day possible, April 27, 2009. 
With GLAAD’s assistance, these couples shared their stories on all local 
TV stations in Des Moines, and in print and broadcast stories across the 
state, country and world. GLAAD also trained Iowa couple Maryfrances 
and Stephanie Evans who were featured on The Oprah Show. They 
shared their heartwarming commitment to each other and spoke about 
their wedding, which took place right after the show.

GLAAD also worked with Lambda Legal and One Iowa to coordinate 
One Iowa’s official press conference the day marriage licenses became 
available for same-sex couples. Media outlets —from international 
broadcast to local print—were on hand for the event, where Carolyn 
Jenison, Executive Director of One Iowa who GLAAD media trained, 
spoke to the press about what this day meant for Iowans.

In June, GLAAD’s Senior Media Field Strategist traveled to New 
Hampshire for the week immediately preceding the passage and signing 
of marriage equality legislation – to provide communications support to 
the New Hampshire Freedom to Marry Coalition. GLAAD worked with 
the coalition to develop a communication strategy and coordinate media 
opportunities leading up to and through the legislative and gubernatorial 
actions. Working with key spokespeople – from families that will be 
affected by the change in the law to legislators advocating the change – 
GLAAD helped develop key messaging ideas, and trained spokespeople 
on how to communicate their messages to the media.

GLAAD’s work to raise awareness and understanding of these loving 
and committed couples is helping residents of these states get to know 
and accept the newly married couples. 

Nearing its one-year anniversary, GLAAD’s Online & Digital  
Media Program continues to exponentially expand GLAAD’s outreach. 
GLAAD now interacts with supporters through Facebook, Twitter, 
MySpace and via glaadBLOG. 

The growth in traffic from January to May on glaadBLOG, which 
features commentary by GLAAD staffers, has increased 135 percent. 
GLAAD is also producing digital advocacy content including a video 
produced after FOX News host Sean Hannity bemoaned that there 
were “too many shots of men kissing” on the Academy Awards telecast. 

GLAAD responded with a viral video debunking that myth – there  
were three kisses by gay couples as opposed to 14 kisses by straight 
couples and asking why the same-sex kissing was questioned. 

Visit the glaadBLOG at www.glaadBLOG.org, friend our official 
group on Facebook and follow us on Twitter at twitter.com/glaad  
for updates about our work.

GLaad senior media strategist adam bass was on the  
ground with members of the new hampshire state house  
of Representatives and mo baxley (R) of nh Freedom  
to marry coalition. GLaad worked on communication  
strategy and coordinating media opportunities for  
LGbt couples and advocates.

2009
UPDATE.
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nearly 
twenty 
percent of 
americans say 
their feelings 
toward gay 
and lesbian 
people have 
become more 
favorable 
over the past 
five years.
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Each year, GLAAD engages an independent auditor to review our 
financial records to determine that we have recorded all financial 
information and reported this information completely and accurately. 
The auditing firm conducts their audit by reviewing our internal 
controls and our actual financial records. At the end of their audit,  
they issue a report relative to our financial records. The entire financial 
statement along with the opinion report from the CPA firm that 
performed the audit may be obtained upon request. We are pleased to 
report the auditing firm provided a favorable opinion upon completion 
of the audit for 2008. The auditors’ report, dated April 10, 2009, 
included the following statement:

“We have audited the accompanying Statement of Financial Position 
of Gay & Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation, Inc. (a nonprofit 
organization) as of December 31, 2008, and the related Statements of 
Activities, Functional Expenses, and Cash Flows for the year then ended. 
These financial statements are the responsibility of the organization’s 
management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these 
financial statements based on our audit. The prior year summarized 
comparative information has been derived from Gay & Lesbian Alliance 
Against Defamation, Inc.’s December 31, 2007 financial statements 
and in our report dated March 25, 2008, we expressed an unqualified 
opinion on those financial statements.

We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally 
accepted in the United States of America. Those standards require  
that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about 
whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement. An 
audit includes consideration of internal control over financial reporting 
as a basis for designing audit procedures that are appropriate in the 
circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the 
effectiveness of Gay & Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation, Inc.’s 
internal control over financial reporting. Accordingly, we express no 
such opinion. An audit also includes examining, on a test basis, evidence 
supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements, 
assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made 
by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement 
presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for 
our opinion.

In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, 
in all material respects, the financial position of Gay & Lesbian Alliance 
Against Defamation, Inc. as of December 31, 2008, and the changes in its 
net assets and its cash flows for the year then ended in conformity with 
accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America.”

The condensed statement of activities was extracted from audited 
financial statements. Complete audited financial statements are available 
upon request.

For the year ending December 31, 2008

Revenue

 Contributions 12,550,108
 Annual Media Awards (Net) 1,730,178
 Other Events (Net) 179,022
 Investment Income -266,520
 Loss on Disposal of Assets -14,693
 total Revenue 14,178,095

Expenses

 Program Expenses 6,596,431
 Management & General 748,023
 Fundraising 1,484,644
 total Expenses 8,829,098

net assets

 Change in Net Assets 5,348,997
 Net Assets at 12/31/2007 5,927,840
 net assets at 12/31/2008 11,276,837

Functional Expenses as a percentage of total Expenses

 Programs 75%
 Fundraising 17%
 Management & General 8%
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charles o’bolyle Jr. &  

Richard Rambuss
anthony Rapp
J.b. Rauch
sid Ray & phillip Kearns
Jason bailey Reed, md
steven Reid &  

Richard baumgarten
patrice Reid
dale Reid & idan salcido
thom Reilly & Jim moore
carolyn h. Revercomb
Gabriel Reyes
phil Reynolds & brig Lawson
Jana Rich & Jill nash
david J. Richardson
clifford Richner
michael Riley
Joel Robare & scott martin
david & Jill Robbins
daniel Roche, Jr.
Richard Rodes
matthew s. Rogers
maria Louise Roman
irene Romero
damon Romine &  

charles Robbins
michael Ross
stephen Ross & hector Gomez
dan Rost
helen Rothlein & James white
william Rouse &  

stephanie vachon

RJ Rousso
Jack d. Ryder
monica salis
peter J.m. salometo
michael & sonja saltman
collin sam
brian Lovely & scott sampson
barbara scarcella &  

carole adelman
Frank G. scarpaci
michael schaefer
Jamie & bonnie schaefer
daniel scheffey
susie scher & allison Grover
clifford schireson &  

John venekamp
Graham schneider
Gary schroeder
bruce seidel
chad sellers
phil h. selway
antonio seminario &  

Ronnie pryor
sharon semmens
brad alan senesac
Kyle senor-ocasio & marc ocasio
brian L. seveland
Robert a. shadduck, Jr.
m. Kathryn shafer
martin shanker
bill sheppard & Range shaw
carey sherrell & Kenneth Kraus
Jeffery p. sholeen
Elliot carlen & John silberman
Joel silberman
angel silva
danny simpson & Jason centeno
Jim slemp
George slowik, Jr. &  

patrick h. turner
carole smith & patricia o’brien
monty smith & Gary hilbert
Leslie smith & piper a. brock
nick smith
Larry R. smith &  

ardavan najmabadi
Rick smith
brad snapir
michael sosso & brian campbell
Jennifer spinner
Rick spracher & Eddie Robinson
andre st. pierre &  

Jeremy schachter
bruce stafford
hans stahl & patrick meegan
darren star
scott starrett
Karl steinberg md
michael stern
Jay sternberg
Jean stewart
John stewart ii
Richard stieglitz
George stirling & steven coffey
alison stoddard
david w. street
bernadette strout
brent surber
stuart sussman & Flavio salizar
paul b. tan
Lee tannen & tom wells
allan tarlow
Jon taylor & peter waterloo
Kirby tepper
Glennda testone & Kim wangel
arts consulting Group, inc.
bruce d. thibodeau
paul thomas & paul steinke
sheila m. tighe & Jennifer Green
arjan timmermans
Eric timperman & craig nadeau
Russell todd
Richard tollefson &  

marc Kellenberger
brian tolleson & aaron smith
chris tompkins
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James p. touchstone &  
Greg Griffin

Jim tratani
Julian trevino & peter hankwitz
Dennis Trunfio & Gary Coulson
matthew tumminello & 

dominick marangi
Joann turovsky &  

Emily J. bernstein
Ron vacchina & dan tang
Ron valdez
modesto valle
donald van de mark
Jason vasquez
scott L. vaughan
Judith vincent
Ramon vinluan & bob mooney
ted voss
Jerry wade
Roger walker-dack
scott walls
timothy walsh
colin walsh & dave Ederick
christopher m. walsh
Jason wanderer
Julie ware & Jody baker
michael weaver
Kenneth i weil, Jr.
william E. weinberger
nikki weiss & carole antouri
sharon werner
John west and michael Lappin
patricia wetlig & Ken olin
scott widmeyer & alan yount
Leslie wilkes
trip wilmot & oliver drakeford
sheldon winicour
Randall winston &  

michael Keenan
Katherine L. wolf
dr. douglas E. wood
Jason woodruff
paul ybarbo
sy young & John wong
penny Zuckerwise &  

barbra Zuck Locker
Gary d. Zweifel, Esq.

the Legacy circle 
The Following GLAAD supporters 
have made planned gifts and 
bequests to GLAAD, designating 
us as a beneficiary of their estate 
and ensuring GLAAD’s success 
and vitality into the future.

ward auerbach
Keith G. boman, md
Jon borset
donnie J. bourisaw
thomas m. boyd &  

steve h. Lampkin
Kelley L. buchanan
bradford m. clarke
John d. claypoole &  

Frank vasquez
Robert m. cohn
dana douglas & doug inman
david w. Gill
Ken Glass
the Edward s. Gould human 

Rights trust
neil G. Giuliano
dean hansell
charlie harrison & ivo queiroz
david L. Jarrett
michael b. Keegan
Estate of Robert L. Kehoe
peter King
Leonard w. Kraisel
Robert w. Kuhn
marilyn Lamkay
Jeffrey G. Leeds
carol Leifer & Lori wolf
dane Levens
Estate of craig h. Lindhurst
Karen magee & aimee Levine
susan L. mcdonald
Frank miller, the Frank miller 

Legacy Fund
alan & Jeannette mittelsdorf
david mizener
Karen moschetto &  

Janice Raspen

Estate of phillip michael newman
michael J. nutt
Estate of charles Gary ogden
Estate of andrew palese
Estate of Jess perlmuth
Estate of walter Jesse phillips
Edward Ragsdale
patrice Reid & heather trumbow
sally Ringo & Juli buchanan
charles Robbins
Estate of catherine d. Roland
Estate of Ramona Roth
Estate of Lee s. Roth
benjamin scheie
Linda J. sherline &  

Karen a simonsen
angel silva
Jeffrey skorneck
carmichael smith-Low
Jeremy d. stanford
david G. stinson
Estate of cora ann styles
Estate of Lee sylvester
Estate of david paul taylor
margaret a. traub &  

phyllis dicker
christian winkle
Estate of Roy Glenn wood
Estate of mark J. warren
Estate of Ric weiland
mark wyn

GLaad Event hosts 
GLAAD sincerely thanks the 
following individuals and 
companies for hosting and 
underwriting GLAAD Community 
Events, membership events and 
appreciation gatherings for Media 
and Alliance Circle members and 
their guests in 2008. By way of this 
generosity, dollars raised at these 
events directly support the vital 
programmatic work of GLAAD.

aaron walton
absoLUt® vodKa
american airlines
anthony E. varona
antonia seminario
atlanta Leadership council
aussiebum
bacardi
bill stewart
blake’s on the park, atlanta
blue water Grill, chicago
bob Greenbaum
boomerang vodka
brad williams
bruce cronander
bud Light
bud Russell & david sausville
catch, san Francisco
chateau st. Jean sonoma
chloe harris & Frank Frankeny
clos du bois
club h Fitness
crispo
crown & anchor, provincetown
d.c. metro Leadership council
dallas Leadership council
dan carucci
david melancon
dean hansell
deutsche bank
East west Lounge,  

west hollywood
Ernst & young
Farmani Gallery
Fosters Group
Georgie’s alibi, Ft. Lauderdale
Graffiti PR
Greg shay & david m. chambers
halo Lounge, washington, dc
harlot
orson Restaurant & bar
here Lounge, west hollywood
John varvatos – Union square 

san Francisco
Judy & steven Gluckstern
Julie squibb
Jungle club
Kenneth hertz
Las vegas Leadership council

Lexus
Los angeles Leadership council
mark crumpacker
mark vogler
metropolitan pavilion, new york
mike schaefer
model bartenders
new york Leadership council
nordstrom
phil Kleweno
Richard Klein
Rick Reynolds
Robert Erdman & doug huffmyer
safeco insurance Foundation
san Francisco Leadership council
sharon melnick
shaun saunders
sheri Fults
skyy vodka
south Florida Leadership council
surface magazine
swanson
tao Lounge, Las vegas
tEw Galleries
the abbey, west hollywood
the ito partnership
the wild mustang
therapy, new york
tim corrigan
tim mcneal
tony & Jeanne pritzker
troup b. coronado
w hotels worldwide
william m. stuart

GLaad media award co-chairs 
The success of the 19th Annual 
GLAAD Media Awards would not 
have been possible without the 
dedication and hard work of our 
GLAAD Media Awards Co-Chairs. 

curt boswell
Ron brenesky
troup b. coronado
michael Gongora
Jennifer Kennedy
Edward Lescurieux
John marez
matthew parkhurst
mark polinski
ted shields
Julie ware
spencer yu

GLaad Leadership council 
Founded in 2002, the GLAAD 
Leadership Councils are core 
groups of committed senior 
volunteers who serve as 
emissaries in their communities 
and provide inspiration, support 
and information about GLAAD’s 
vital, ongoing work to current 
and prospective Media Circle 
and Alliance Circle members. 
Leadership Council members 
are major donors themselves, 
and they play an essential role in 
helping GLAAD build and sustain 
the financial support needed to 
fulfill its mission.

We sincerely thank the following 
Leadership Council members for 
their dedication, leadership and 
support in 2008.

nationaL co-chaiRs
sally Ringo
mark Reisbaum

atLanta
John Libby
bob maxwell
John ouderkirk
bud Russell
dino thompson (co-chair)
arjan timmermans
Gary Zweifel (co-chair)
daLLas
philomena aceto
Jason centeno
vinnie deegan 

thomas dubois
malcolm Gage
cordey Lash
dawn meifert
danny simpson

dc mEtRo
mark Glaze
catherine pino (chair)

Las vEGas
phil Reynolds (chair)

Los anGELEs
don bogish
Ron cogan
adam comeau
bruce cronander (co-chair)
Rose Eustachio (co-chair)
don Frey
sheri Fults
val Jackson
alexen Khimng
Richard o’connell

nEw yoRK
Jason abrams
dan alesandro
carolyn brown
Jeff deKorte
drew desky (co-chair)
Ken Fakler
John hadity
byron hoover
will Janensch (co-chair)
sharon melnick
michael nutt
Ramon vinluan

san FRancisco
chloe harris
brian harrison (co-chair)
david hedley
Jenn Kennedy
Richard Klein
Jim Laufenberg
John marez (co-chair)
adam sandel
shaun saunders
John stewart

soUth FLoRida
maria Lescano (co-chair)
Rodney white (co-chair)

Foundation donors 
(anonymous) 
arcus Foundation 
at&t Foundation 
audiences Unlimited, inc.
bw bastian Foundation
california initiative of the state 

Equality Fund of the tides 
Foundation 

charitable Foundation/agent 
community outreach of 
prudential ca Realty

chubb GLEn 
comcast 
davidson/valentini Fund of 

stonewall community 
Foundation 

E. Rhodes & Leona b. carpenter 
Foundation 

Evelyn & walter haas, Jr. Fund 
Funding Exchange –  

heller bernard 
Gay chemists support Fund 
Gill Foundation 
Gilmour Fund 
Google Grants 
hargrove pierce Foundation 
heyday Foundation 
ibm 
Johnson Family Foundation
Ke Kokua charitable Gift  

Fund of schwab
Kevin J. mossier Foundation 
Klub services inc. 
Lehman-stamm Family Fund 

of the new prospect 
Foundation 

Louis Russo & Joseph dwyer 
charitable trust 

mel heifetz Fund of the dade 
community Foundation 

morningstar Foundation 
morrison & Foerster Foundation 
nazareth college 
phyllis m. coors Foundation 
purple Lady Fund of the  

astraea Foundation 
Roll Giving 
san Francisco Foundation 
sills Foundation 
southern california Edison 
starbucks Foundation 
stark services 
ted snowdon Foundation 
wallis Foundation 
wells Fargo Foundation
working assets

workplace Giving
a&E television networks 

matching Gift program
aetna
anonymous (United way)
anonymous (Johnson & Johnson)
anonymous (national instruments)
abbott Laboratories
alliant Energy Foundation
allstate Giving campaign
ameriprise Financial Employee 

Gift matching program
amd matching Gifts program
american Express  

charitable Fund
american Express Foundation 

Employee Giving campaign
ameriprise Financial
amgen
aon Foundation
at&t
aXa advisors
bank of america
bank of america matching Gifts
bank of america United way 

campaign
the charles schwab 

corporation Foundation
chevron humankind  

Employee Funds
chubb & son
cibc world markets corp/

new york
city of orlando
colgate-palmolive
community health charities
community thrift store
covidien
deloitte & touche
deutsche bank americas 

Foundation (match)
Employees’ community Fund  

of the boeing company
Enterprise Rent-a-car
the Fidelity charitable Gift Fund
Florida state Employees
Gap inc.
General Electric co. (United way)
Giving tree
Google matching Gift program
hearst
hewlett packard charitable 

Giving program
hsbc
the independent Film  

channel, LLc
ibm (United way)
inG Financial services 

matching Gift program
Levi strauss matching Gifts
Johnson & Johnson (United way)
Jpmorgan chase
Klub services, inc.
Kraft matching Gifts program
Limited brands
Lincoln Financial Group
Local independent charities  

of america
macy’s west United way 

campaign
maryland charity campaign
the mcGraw-hill companies

mcKesson Employees 
community campaign

mcKinsey & co.
merk & co.
merrill Lynch & co. (United way)
mGm mirage voice Foundation
microsoft matching Gifts program
missionFish
morgan stanley
morgan stanley annual  

appeal campaign
motorola
mutual of america
national instruments (United way)
nestlé Usa, inc.
network for Good
the pepsico Foundation
Pfizer Foundation Matching 

Gifts program
the pride Foundation
progressive insurance
providian cares
prudential
the prudential Foundation
Roll Giving
schwab charitable Fund
southern california Edison
starbucks matching  

Gift program
Union bank of california
United health Group
United way of the bay area
United way of brevard county
United way of central maryland
United way of Kitsap county
United way of Greater  

Los angeles
United way of new york
United way of santa Rosa 

county, inc.
United way special distribution 

account
United way of the big bend, inc.
verizon Foundation (match)
wachovia Foundation matching 

Gifts program
wellpoint associate  

Giving campaign
the wellpoint Foundation
wells Fargo community 

support campaign
wingspan (southern arizona 

community center)
wpG solutions

Event corporate sponsors
media awards 
1-800-Flowers
aa.com/Rainbow
absoLUt® vodKa
adp
allstate insurance company
american Express
ameriprise Financial
andrew tobias & charles nolan
anheuser-busch, inc./borba
anheuser-busch, inc./bud Light
aoL
at&t
atlantis Events
aXa Equitable
bain & company
barbara & Garry marshall
barclays capital
bbc america
betsy bernard & Laurie peter
bloomberg
bRavo media
bunim/murray productions
city national bank
clos du bois
comcast
comedy central
condé nast publications
coors brewing company
deloitte
dEtaiLs
dewey & Leboeuf, LLp
diet pepsi
disney-abc television Group
Entertainment partners
Fox television/FX
Goldman sachs
hansen, Jacobson, teller, 
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hoberman, newman, 
warren & Richman, LLp

hbo
herb Ritts Foundation
hilton hotels corporation
hms media, inc.
hyatt Resorts
ibm
in style
island def Jam
John Eckel
Kelly Gunn/shasty, inc.
Kenneth alpert & andrew 

petronio/Ka design Group
La samanna and the Leading 

hotels of the world
Latham & watkins LLp
Lehman brothers
Lifetime television
London west hollywood
macy’s
marc cherry
microsoft corporation
milbank, tweed, hadley & 

mccloy LLp
mitchell Gold + bob williams
mtv networks
new york marriott marquis
orbitz
people magazine
perry Ellis
prime access
prudential Financial
qantas airways
san Francisco 49ers
scripps networks
sedgwick, detert, moran & 

arnold, LLp
seminole hard Rock hotel & 

casino
showtime networks inc.
simpson, thacher & bartlett LLp
skadden, arps, slate, meagher 

& Flom LLp
starbucks coffee company
sundance channel
the david Geffen Foundation
the diller-von Furstenberg 

Family Foundation
the harrah’s Foundation
the mcGraw-hill companies
the terry K. watanabe 

charitable trust
time warner inc.
tourism vancouver
trutv
tylenol pm
Ubs
University of phoenix
variety
verizon communications
visitbritain
walter Leiss
warner bros. Entertainment inc.
weil, Gotshal & manges LLp
wells Fargo
william morris agency
william shea and Frank selvaggi
wyndham hotel Group
Zoom vacations

2008 community Event/queer 
Lounge partners
absoLUt® vodKa
the advocate
american airlines
bacardi
bastian Foundation
the bleu magazine
borba water
bud Light 
cafe press
cape cod Films
chelsea Frames – oUtauction’s  
 Official Framer 
clos du bois
crop harvest Earth
deutsche bank
Go magazine 
Fandango
Film independent
Fund for women artists
GEnRE
Gill Foundation

Greenlab design studio
hX magazine 
habitat for humanity (Utah)
hotel monaco
hyperion media, division of  
 Regent media
imperia vodka
indiepix.com
indieGoGo.com
iZZE
Jane & Jane magazine
La weekly
Lexus
marlo copy & printing 
themenEvent.com
millercoors 
monster Energy drink
the new york blade
nordstrom
ourchart.com
out impact/ outimpact.com
park place texas
passport magazine
picard Fine Furnishings
planet out
pom wonderful
prideworld
q salt Lake magazine
q vegas magazine
Raw Revolution
Red party
safeco Foundation
silver state Fabrics
starbucks Liqueur
studio steele
swanson
swedish consulate General
timeout new york 
toe to toe Film party
visual communications/center  
 for asian american media
w hotels worldwide 
wolfe video
wonderful pistachios
world of wonder/hbo
Xy community

GLaad wishes to thank 
Fervor creative for the design 
contributed to GLaad’s 
performance Report 2008.
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we hope to see you at our 2009 events.  
 
please visit www.glaad.org/events  
for dates and information on Rsvps.

we urge you to register online at the 
new GLaad.org for continuous news 
about GLaad! 



www.glaad.org

Los angeles
5455 wilshire boulevard, suite 1500
Los angeles, ca 90036
phone (323) 933 2240
Fax (323) 933 2241

new york
104 west 29th street, Fourth Floor
new york new york 10001
phone (212) 629 3322
Fax (212) 629 3225

the Gay & Lesbian alliance against defamation (GLaad) 
is dedicated to promoting and ensuring fair, accurate and 
inclusive representation of people and events in the media 
as a means of eliminating homophobia and discrimination 
based on gender identity and sexual orientation.


